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New climbing
gym to open
downtown

Thorn sponsors
poetry night
by Garrison Dale

unique approach to higher
education,” said Joel Belz, who
has been a trustee for 35 years.
“With that big blessing comes
big responsibility—and I think
the board wants to see Covenant’s approach to education
shared and even replicated in
distant parts of the world.”
The Board of Trustees official
motion from Oct. 11 reads as
follows: “The Board of Trustees
of Covenant College resolves to
expand Christ-centered higher
education globally by opening
a second campus in Jakarta,
Indonesia, to open on or before
the fall of 2015, conditioned

Thorn, Covenant’s annual literary publication featuring student
and faculty poetry, short prose
and photographs, is hosting
poetry nights every Thursday at
9:30 p.m.
Traditionally, Thorn publishes
one literary collection a year,
encouraging students and
faculty to submit their personal
work to be published in booklets
that are available for free on
campus. No other public events
or poetry readings were hosted
by Thorn.
This semester, Thorn’s editor
Juliet Cangelosi plans to expand
the publication’s role. “There
is absolutely a value in simply
providing an outlet for students
to express and write,” said Cangelosi. “But when I chose to get
involved with Thorn, I wanted it
to be more than that.”
Cangelosi summarized Thorn’s
history up this point as an
annual struggle to find enough
student submissions of “predominantly mediocre” work.
“I’ve expanded the publications responsibilities to include
fostering the community it
attempts to represent in the
annual publication,” said

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

by Kendi Anderson
The owners of High Point
Climbing and Fitness took Chattanooga’s nickname “America’s
Best Outdoor City” into account
when they developed plans for
their new gym. High Point is set
to open next month and will offer
both indoor and outdoor climbing in downtown Chattanooga.
High Point will be the largest
climbing gym in any US city’s
downtown. It drew over 2,000
people on Saturday to their
preview Open House, which was
a part of the closing ceremony
for the RiverRocks Festival.
The project cost over $6.5
million and will be considered
a premier climbing site, which
means that it offers routes of at
least 40 feet. To construct this,
co-owners and operators John
O’Brien and John Wiygu decided
to dig out the concrete floor and
build down, as they could not
build up due to the five-story
parking garage that exists on
top of the complex. This was an
expensive process, but something that they saw as important
in order to be taken seriously by
the climbing community.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Board approves Indonesia campus
by Rebekah Taft
Covenant is one step closer
to making a second home in
Asia. On Oct. 11, the Board
of Trustees voted in favor of
establishing a branch campus in
Jakarta, Indonesia.
“This is a decision that
was taken with a great deal
of prayer, consultation, and
deliberation,” said President
Halvorson in an email to the
student body last Friday.
The proposed branch campus
would attract students from
around the world, with a
particular emphasis on educating young Christians to teach

Meet
the new
Maclellan/
Rymer Hall
resident
director
PAGE 2

around Asia. Covenant hopes
to offer BAs in early childhood
education, Biblical Studies, and
English, and an MAT degree
similar to what is offered at the
Lookout Mountain campus by
fall 2015.
The resolution came after
months of research and debate
among Covenant faculty, staff,
trustees, and the Indonesian
foundation that wants to fund
the campus, Yayasan Pendidika
Pelita Harapan (YPPH).
“I sense that Covenant’s
board of directors believes more
and more fervently that we have
been extraordinarily blessed
by God in Covenant College’s
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Meet the new Maclellan/Rymer Hall resident director
by Bethany Daniels
A brand new Resident Director
came to Maclellan/Rymer Hall
this fall and her name is Jackie
Robel. The Bagpipe recently
sat down with Jackie to learn
more about her childhood, her
education, and her thoughts on
Covenant so far.
Where are you from?
Most recently, I’m from Geneva
College, in Western Pennsylvania. I grew up mostly in the
Pittsburgh area. I spent the first
five years of my life at Gordon
College, where my dad was an
RD, so I was born in a residence
hall, which is a fun fact. I was
in Boston for a little while, but
mostly in Pittsburg. This is my
first time to live in the South.
Where did you go to college
and when did you graduate?
I graduated from Geneva in
2010, with a major in intercultural communications, and then
I worked for a year.

Thorn poetry night
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Cangelosi. “A book of poems
and pictures is great, but what
is the point if we’re picking up
copies, reading them in our
dorms to ourselves, and then
losing them.”
Thorn’s poetry night is a vital
piece of Cangelosi’s vision.
Since Spring 2011, Covenant
students have been meeting to

What did you do for work
during that year?
I did two things. I was a librarian, or “desk clerk,” and that
was way too quiet of a job, so I
also coached volleyball at Penn
State New Kensington that year.
That year, I really prayed about
what was next. I finally decided
to go back to Geneva. I was
interested in doing higher ed,
and I wanted to go somewhere
different… but they have a
really great Christian higher ed
program at Geneva. It was a
different experience, working
there and being a grad student
instead of undergrad.

that you went to school for. So
I don’t think it was fully on my
radar. I knew I loved residence
life. I’m from a really big family—eight kids!—so I’m just used
to lots of people being around.
And then I loved college. I
always lived on traditional
residence halls, as opposed to
apartments or anything. I don’t
think it really hit me, though,
until that year out, that I could
actually [be an RD], and that that
was a gift God has given me.

Is that unusual, compared to
your experience at colleges?
Yeah, compared to most
colleges. That’s a unique thing
to Covenant. Not that there isn’t
engagement at other colleges,
but I think students here are
not only attending, but they are
attending thoughtfully, saying
“Why are we doing it this way?
Let’s think about maybe making
this better” or “How can we
improve this?” There’s just a
uniqueness to the way that
Covenant students participate.

What was your graduate
degree in?
I got my masters in higher
education, with a focus in
student affairs administration.
Was it strange to grow up in
residence halls? Did you think
about that, when you were
younger, or was it just normal?
Even though being an RD was
what my dad did, I still didn’t
really realize that was a job that
people could actually have,

What have you most enjoyed
about Covenant, so far?
Everyone says this, but student
engagement is phenomenal.
I’m also just blown away in
conversations with students,
with their knowledge of God’s
word and the sincerity of their
faith. It makes having conversations really exciting, to have that
base point to work from, and
say, “Ok, how does that affect
the situation that we’re talking
about?” It’s also neat to see
how people just flock to events
here. That is really exciting when
you’re planning something.

What events or activities have
you introduced to Mac/Rhymer
so far? What do you hope to
do during your time here?
We’ve started doing C. S. Lewis
Nights on Tuesdays. That’s probably the biggest, most tangible
thing so far. But I’ve also tried
to really emphasize to the RA’s
the idea of service, serving and
loving each other as a building.
We’re hoping, this semester, to
focus on different halls serving
each other, but in the spring
we’re going to try and connect
with larger service opportunities

read together in a poetry group
facilitated by Graham LePage
and Sarah Boone. Cangelosi
asked if Thorn could officially
head-up the meetings this year.
So far, 20 to 30 students a
week have gathered on Thursday nights to read and think
about poetry together.
“We pile poetry books on a
coffee table, sit in a circle and
commence,” said Cangelosi.
“Some read, some listen. Some

share personal work. It’s been
a place of solitude and refreshment for me in the past years,
and I’m hoping to create a
similar environment for students
this year that want in.”
Cangelosi draws much of her
inspiration from Wilmer Mills’s
poetry class that he offered during his time as the Nick Barker
Writer in Residence. “He always
encouraged us to get together
and read things aloud,” said

Cangelosi.
Along with Thursday poetry
nights, Thorn is hosting a hiphop group from Atlanta called
The Remnant.
“I am hoping this event will
engage the music scene at
Covenant a little bit,” Cangelosi.
“Adam and Niles, the guys in
the group, are fantastic lyricists.
In the Spring semester, Thorn
plans to invite Levi the Poet
back to Covenant for another

in the community, stepping
outside of Covenant.
What are C. S. Lewis Nights?
On Tuesday nights, a bunch
of people just gather in my
apartment for crafts, puzzles,
snacks, and tea. We all take
turns reading out loud from C.
S. Lewis. We’re working through
The Chronicles of Narnia and
right now we’re in The Magician’s Nephew. It’s a very cozy,
homey atmosphere, a nice time
to step back, to rest well, and to
have a kind of family feeling.
How do you like the Mac RD
apartment?
It should go on the record that
this is the most phenomenal
RD apartment in history. Not
kidding, when I told people I
was coming here, they were
like, “You’re going to be in that
apartment?!” It’s so welldesigned with residence life in
mind. The space is huge, so it’s
perfect for having people come
by and hang out. You could play
eight games of Twister in there,
comfortably!
performance of his spoken
word.
When Thorn is published,
contributors and readers will
meet together to read and
discuss the works.
“Covenant is a comfortable
place. We live in comfort-seeking generation,” said Cangelosi.
“I want to counter this comfort
with Thorn. I want to stretch
people this year.”

Faculty Quote of the Week
“I love Oprah. But she is HORRIBLE at interviews.”
- Dr. Rulon.
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The Verdict
Yes… to Fall
Break.
No… to
making
homework due
the week after
Fall Break.
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New climbing gym
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

The gym offers a 55-foot
high outdoor climbing wall that
stands three stories above Broad
Street and is located just a few
blocks down from the Tennessee
Aquarium. Two lanes on this exterior wall were specifically designed
for speed climbing and will allow
Chattanooga to host international
climbing competitions.
Excluding the boulder routes
the gym can support 87 climbers in their 28,000 square-foot
complex that will contain over
260 routes.
Inside the gym there will be
numerous types of bouldering
walls including a wave wall,
mushroom, arch, moon wall,
campus wall, adjustable wall,
and a 70-foot long cave in the
main bouldering room. The
gym will also have routes set for
auto-belay, along with a child
care and workout center.
Daniel Lloyd, a sophomore at
Covenant College and member
of the Covenant Climbing
Team, is excited for High Point
to open. He has confidence
in the new gym based on the
talented professional climbers
and big names in the climbing
community that are involved in
developing this facility.
“Having the ability to get on

Indonesia approved
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upon the execution by the
President of a memorandum of
understanding with YPPH that
would support the full funding,
staffing, accreditation and other
essential elements necessary to
accomplish the task, and would
include an appropriate schedule
to transfer governance and
control to Indonesian nationals
in a reasonable time frame.”
The motion approves the
opening of the campus, but
includes a few conditions that
were not included in the original
memorandum of understanding
(MOU) issued by Covenant.
This week, President Halvorson will assemble a task force

NEWS 3

big walls and train for endurance during the winter will be
great,” he said.
Peter Bradshaw, a senior at
Covenant College and President
of the Climbing Team, said that
the team will continue to train at
Tennessee Bouldering Authority
(TBA) at the base of Lookout
Mountain and there are no plans
for this change, especially as the
gym is planning to be open 24/7
in the next few months.
“There is a huge difference
between TBA and High Point,”
Lloyd said. “TBA is known for
setting some of the best routes
in the southeast and I don’t think
that will change. High Point is so
big that I can’t see them having
every route as fine tuned.”
“It will probably take High Point
awhile to build up what they want
to be doing with their routes, as
other gyms in the area already
cater to specific groups of climbers
in the community,” Emmett
Gienapp, a sophomore at Covenant College and also a member
of the Climbing Team said.
Bradshaw who has been
climbing in Chattanooga for
several years said he is, “excited
that Chattanooga continues to
offer more climbing opportunities and is growing in its reputation of being one of the best
areas to climb in the southeast.”
The Covenant Climbing Team

is just one group in Chattanooga that is eager to see
how High Point will foster the
growing outdoor community

that exists in the scenic city and
will soon be active downtown.

of Covenant faculty, administrators, and trustees to revise the
current MOU to account for
the Board’s conditions. The
task force will also address
outstanding questions, complete
due diligence, and establish a
timeline for moving forward
with the branch campus.
Covenant will not be able to
move into a legal agreement to
establish the campus until YPPH
approves the changes to the
MOU called for by the Board.
Additions to the MOU will
allow for the campus to open
as late as fall 2015 rather than
fall 2014. This will allow for
Covenant to have more time to
perform due diligence.
Changes will also include
a plan to eventually transfer

governance of the campus
away from President Halvorson
and the Board of Trustees to
Indonesian nationals, making
the branch become more of a
sister institution.
“The proposed transfer
of governance… is a result
of consultation with faculty,
who have raised the question
of appropriate missiological
approach to a venture like this,”
said Halvorson.
Professor of English Dr. Cliff
Foreman appeared before the
Board on Oct. 10 to present a
summary of faculty opinion on
Indonesia. As of last Tuesday,
about two-thirds of faculty
were opposed to the branch
campus for reasons such as
resource drain, neo-colonialism,

and issues with accreditation.
The presentation encouraged
trustees to account for some of
these concerns.
Other presentations on the
branch campus were made
by Dr. Richard (Dick) Bowser
on behalf of the board task
force, Head of the Education
Department Dr. Jim Drexler and
President Halvorson.
For now, with approval from
the Board, members of Covenant and YPPH will continue to
negotiate for a branch campus.
“However it plays out, I
consider this the most remarkable opportunity to spread and
multiply Covenant’s approach to
higher education that I’ve ever
seen offered to a school like
ours,” said Joel Belz.

River Street Architecture

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Mary Grace Stocker at marygrace.stocker@covenant.edu.
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Darkside’s new album: Psychic
by Grant Thomas
As long as you weren’t living
under a rock this summer,
you have heard Daft Punk’s
latest record Random Access
Memories. However, if you
were looking under rocks
this summer, you may have
heard of an album spoof on
Random Access Memories
comically entitled Random
Access Memories Memories
by Daftside. The album art
plays on Daft Punk’s original
artwork, and is a diptych
of Darth Vader and Yoda.
Daftside, aka Darkside, is made
up of wunderkinds Nicolas Jaar
and Dave Harrington. These
musicians have found time
enough to release another
album entitled Psychic.
Psychic is a robust and
driving album that feels like
a mix between James Blake
and Burial with dabs of disco
here and there. The vocals
are a mix between the Harrington’s falsettos and Jaar’s
throaty soulful whispers. It
is largely ambient and begins
with a finely crafted eleven
minute track entitled “Golden
Arrow.” A rhythmic track

that boasts wave-like bass
and drums falling one after
the other, as Harrington’s
refreshing palm-muted
guitar is introduced about
a third of the way in. The
following track, “Sitra,” is a
short interlude between the
intro and one of the staple
tracks “Heart.” Pyschic is
one of those albums that is
slow moving, yet completely
entertaining at the same time
with tweaks and twists never
leaving you bored.
Listening to this album
is getting lost in an ocean;
every now and then Jaar
and Harrington masterfully
weave in a monstrous yet
steady storm that crashes
slowly over you and breaks
into powerful calm. There are
upbeat moments where you
find yourself futilely trying
to escape the uproar behind
you only to have it engulf you
in a duel of bass and vocals.
So find yourself some good
speakers and hit play. You
won’t be disappointed.

Shorefiremedia.com

A Bow From My Shadow
by Hannah Lutz
For conversation to exist successfully within any collaborative
form, there must be some
measure of dialogue and continuity between the authors. As
former roommates at Covenant
College, writers Luke Irwin and
Alex Miller have a friendship
that exists beyond the poems
in A Bow From My Shadow,
but the exchange played
out in their newly published
collection speaks to a literary
camaraderie more intriguing and
sophisticated than the jokes and
scribblings of undergraduate
dorm rooms. These thirty-eight
poems initiate interdependent

themes that alternate between
the distinct voices of Miller and
Irwin, creating a rhythm that
could easily collapse in a pile of
sentimentality and boredom,
but is upheld by the undeniable
enjoyment of their intertwining
perspectives.
The book begins with “Drying
Lines,” an elegant prototype of
the visual scenarios we come to
expect from Miller. His poems
are romantic in their attention
to detail. The “bell-swing of
her hips” and the boy who
“whacked saplings with a
stick before church” draw us
like a child into the moments
of alternatingly strange and
comforting life we are witness-

ing. Miller gifts us with nostalgia
when there is in fact nothing to
look back on, only the present
image he creates before us as it
points to a greater sensibility.
Irwin answers this with a more
modern, cheeky but solemn
filter for his muse. While Miller
subtly regales us with scenes
of the present, Irwin moves
fluidly across time and space
as he whispers to Plato about
“hot proxy girls” and allows
video gamers to quote Donne
while Hamlet cries out, “Sweetgirlbaby, I am murthered.”
While Miller employs his
imagery as reality, Irwin wraps
it into metaphor, playing with a
universe more preoccupied with

thought than with action. What
often begins as startling humor
(“Each Sunday night reality’s
devils park black Escalades on
the street corners”) shifts into
self-reflective gravitas (“I’m
terrified of habit simmering in
cellblocks--wasted life”).
Throughout the collection
there are references and nodbacks between poets, each
referring to the other once
and, at times, appropriating
lines. What stands out to me in
considering the whole of A Bow
From My Shadow is the gradual
coagulation as Miller and Irwin
intertwine their tones with the
personality of the collection.
Miller’s quiet account, that

“Inside something unspeakable
is codified,” is perhaps the best
way to summarize the intent of
their dialogue. In his preface to
the Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth
explains his belief that the poet
has a more “comprehensive
soul” than other professional
beings. While I believe this to
be Romantic self-indulgence at
its worst, there may be room
to claim that two writers doing
as Irwin and Miller have done
in A Bow From My Shadow
come closer to expressing such
a “comprehensive soul” than
many single writers have yet
accomplished.
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A trip to the Hunter Museum
by Catherine Landers
Perched on the top of an
80-foot bluff overlooking the
Tennessee River, the Hunter
Museum of American Art is
undoubtedly one of the most
prominent buildings in Chattanooga. Not only does it offer
a stunning view of the river
and surrounding mountains,
but it provides a mélange of
American art that is recognized
as some of the country’s finest.
The museum is such a staple of
the Chattanooga community
because it seeks to engage its
audiences with the importance
and relevance of American Art.
One way the museum attracts
its community is through offering free admission to its guests
every first Sunday of the month.
Last Sunday I took advantage
of this opportunity and visited
the museum with some friends.
At first, the outing was just
something to do on a Sunday
afternoon, but once inside
the museum I found that time
passed quickly. During the visit,
I developed an appreciation for
art that I did not realize I had. I
spent much of the time studying
and criticizing the works I saw
with friends. I discovered many
pieces that I had never noticed
before, which greatly added to
my experience. The collection of
art is so vast that we were not
able to visit every room and see
each piece.
Every few months the museum
offers a new exhibition featuring
an American artist. The artist
featured during our visit was
Whitfield Lovell, and it is safe
to say that viewing his art was
the highlight of the trip. Lovell
is internationally renowned
for his thought-provoking
images of anonymous African
Americans from the 19th and
20th centuries. His multi-media
space explores the legacy of
African Americans who fled from
slavery in pursuit of freedom

Chattanoogafun.com

during the Civil War. His artwork
is particularly unique because
of his use of salvaged wood
for the base of his portraits. His
preferred medium is charcoal or
Conté crayon on vintage wood.
The portraits are breathtaking
and remarkably realistic, they
could be mistaken for an old
black-and-white photograph.

Lovell fully engaged my emotions
with his collection of art, and
forced me to not only interpret
his art, but reflect on the deep
cultural and historical meaning
behind it.
The Hunter Museum is
designed with the visitor in
mind. They believe that art and
creativity are forces for personal

growth and community change.
This mission is in line with our
Christian worldview. Creativity
is one of God’s communicable
attributes. He reveals himself to
us not only through his creation
but also through the artist who
displays His creativity through his
works.
So whether you visit the

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Hannah Lutz at hannah.irwin@covenant.edu.

museum once a year (at Spring
Formal) or you have a student
pass (only $10 a year, I’ve been
told), the trip will be well worth
it. I highly recommend paying a
visit on Nov. 3 for free admission.
I hope you enjoy it as much as I
did!
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Why Mountain Affair matters
by Chad Caroland
First of all, I would like to thank
you readers for your sore,
pavement-imprinted bottoms,
the time you spent skipping
classes, and the perspiring you
did in the hot sun the other
week. It is my understanding
that this has been the annual
Covenant tradition on the Friday
of Preview Weekend before
Mountain Affair for quite some
time now, and for that I would
like to thank our predecessors.
I would also like to take a
moment to thank Matt Brown,
Phillip Howlett and all the other
many individuals in Admissions,
Events, and AV Services who
worked hard to make this event
happen, and of course all of the
students who auditioned and
performed, willing to put them-

selves on display to be judged.
Every year, to make Mountain
Affair happen all of the groups
spend lots of time and money
to make the show come to life.
It is my goal in this short article
to explain why I personally think
that all of the work and money
spent is not in vain.
“Music” has existed in
the known world for literally
thousands of years, and so has
the question of how to accurately
judge it as “good” or “bad.” As
a music major, someone who
studies music academically, and
hopes to pursue it as a career
after graduation, I still have not
found a definition for any of
those terms which I can fully
agree with. Wikipedia defines
music ambiguously as, “an art
form whose medium is sound
and silence.” I would like to

propose that while these are all
very hard terms to define, most
individuals are able to recognize
the mysterious factor which
distinguishes music from noise.
What marks good music from
bad music however, is a much
bigger road block in our quest to
discover absolute truth in the arts.
First, there are two facts we
must accept before we go any
further. First, anyone who has
ever, or will ever attempt to
define good music from bad
music is only sharing their opinion
on the matter, no matter how
educated that opinion may be;
and second, opinions change
over time (whether it be weeks
or centuries) and from person to
person. Therefore, no Mountain
Affair judge, prestigious music
magazine, pretentious blogger,
or this over-opinionated article

writer can accurately determine
the worth of any aural sensations.
When most people use the
terms “good music” and “bad
music,” they are creating a scale
in their head to measure how
much thought, effort, and emotion a piece has weaved into it
(this is also what I will be referring
to when I say “good” or “bad”
music for the rest of the article).
This is why most people can make
the distinction that a Beethoven
symphony is “better” than the
latest One Direction or Miley
Cyrus song, even if they don’t
prefer to listen to Beethoven
on a regular basis. The only
essential thing in the scenario
is, the observer must be able to
experience Beethoven along with
the pop radio music they regularly
intake. The more art someone is
exposed to (in both quantity and

genres), the better equipped he
becomes to decide for himself
whether the art he consumes is
good, or if he has better things to
do with his time.
This is why it is important to
have several different styles and
genres present in
Mountain Affair, from classical
music to spoken word, from hard
rock to folk music, and this is why
Mountain Affair is an essential
building block in establishing a
campus culture which
appreciates good art; after
all, what better place to learn to
make these decisions for oneself
than in college? Having Mountain
Affair early in the academic year
and during Preview Weekend
says to freshman and prospective previewers, “This is wellcrafted art. We appreciate and
cultivate it here.”

Don’t settle for an easy life
by Emett Gienapp
“Really, what’s your beef?” It’s
a question I ask myself more
often the older I get, and I think
that’s a good thing. In a sea
of a million-and-one different
worldviews, opinions, and paths
to success, there are quite a few
that I find problematic or downright repulsive on this earth.
I thank God that is so,
because the alternative is
acceptance of anything and
everything I happen to hear—a
celebration of universal validity.
Since we live in a such a
cloud of competing voices and
opinions, a philosophical and
theological filter is necessary
just to stay sane. We have to
sift through the clutter. That’s
a monumental task, but in this
lifelong process of discernment,
both truth and falsehood come
to light.
We make judgment calls on
different elements of this world
by comparing the supposed
truths claimed by different
voices in light of scripture. We

come out raising certain voices
up by saying, “Yes! This is true! I
believe this to be reasonable and
right,” or “No! this is wrong
and I must fight it.”
This process of reasoned
acceptance and denial is essential for the Christian. We live in
faith that God has empowered
us with the ability to follow the
command of 1 John 4:1 which
says, “Beloved, do not believe
every spirit, but test the spirits to
see whether they are from God,
for many false prophets have
gone out into the world.”
Judgment is right and good in
the proper context and attitude,
but I think that in the confusion,
we tend to move into misguided
contrarianism. There are so
many wrong perspectives out
there that it is almost easier to
build a worldview out of the
things we are against rather
than those we are for.
If I vote for a particular party,
is it because I actually believe in
their platform or is it because I
am in vehement opposition to
the other side? Sometimes it’s

hard to say.
Instead of starting with
Scripture and constructing
philosophy on the the truth in
it, we can jump the gun and
go straight for the jugular of
an opinion we don’t like. It’s
not that there is no place for
contention, but that contention
must pour from an already
grounded worldview.
I am not the sum total of all
the contrary points of view I
hold, I am now, and only ever
will be, a follower of Christ,
which means I am against
certain things. Recognition of
who I am in Christ, rather than
who I am not in the realm of
politics and community, must
come before all else.
We’re on thin ice as soon
as we allow our thoughts and
actions to be defined by all
the things we disagree with.
Absolute contrarianism blinds us
to the damage we can cause in
our struggle against falsehood
and leaves us ill-equipped to
build up the truth we do hold.
Fighting the enemy has its

place, but a knee-jerk reaction
of opposition leads to things
like government shutdowns
which end up hurting everyone.
I cannot speak for the logic of
our representatives in Congress,
but I think things would be a
little different if they focused
less on inhibiting one another as
their constituencies cry out for
partisan blood.
This line of thinking can be
tied to any number of issues
here at Covenant as well. Take a
look at contract for a moment.
You could be opposed to it, and
maybe rightly so, but what is
it that drives the contention?
Is it simply that you don’t like
being restricted? That argument
doesn’t hold a whole lot of
weight when you think about it.
However, if you are coming
from an informed and reasonable point of view that chafes
at contract, opposition becomes
a grounded, defensible position. In fact, by providing solid
reasons born of Scripture, the
argument actually becomes
significantly more effective.

It’s a subtle difference, but
the language of the argument
turns to, “I disagree—here is
why and here is an alternative
I think we should follow.” That
sounds a whole lot better than,
“GAAAAHHH THIS IS STUPID
AND YOU’RE WRONG.”
Because we live in the light of
ultimate truth as revealed to us
in Christ and Scripture, there are
always going to be things we
disagree with, but I hope that we
can get the order right. I have to
check myself every day and make
sure that my opinions actually
line up with what I believe.
I refuse to be defined by the
things I am against, because
when I do, they control and
limit me. I want to be guided
by truth, rather than trying to
riddle it out by working backwards from what I don’t like. By
operating like this, we can all
figure out how to pick the right
battles and fight them well.
Maybe then, all our opposition
will be the right kind of “beef.”
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Don’t stress over studying
by Carrie Woodward
With classes well underway and
midterms upon us, study groups
are forming and cram sessions
are happening way too often.
Everywhere you look someone is
studying. Some students study
because they want to, while
others study because they feel
like they have to. My question
is, “Can you study too much?”
For type-A personalities like
me, studying is enjoyable in
as much as it is a means to an
end: getting that 100 on a test
makes forfeiting a social event
almost worth it. In high school I
got good grades because I knew
that I could; to achieve anything
less would be a tragic misuse of
my abilities. At the same time
though, studying never took
precedence over having fun. I
knew what I had to do to reach
‘success’ and I did that—without
losing my sanity.
College is different. Professors
have new levels of expectations
and put a heavier focus on discussion and thorough understanding
rather than on simply completing

dozens of problem sets. Sometimes you have to stay inside on a
Saturday just to wrap your head
around a difficult concept.
Sometimes success seems paramount because the stakes are so
high--a college GPA determines
scholarship eligibility, the likelihood of acceptance to graduate
school, and future job prospects.
Oh the resultant stress!
A friend of mine recently
received a letter from an organization that is providing her with
substantial scholarship funds. In
addition to detailing program
requirements and expectations,
there was included a lengthy list
of recommended study habits.
After working hard to keep on
top of her homework all week
long, an already conscientious
student doesn’t need to read this
exhortation: “Go for nothing
less than A’s. Know this is your
first REAL full-time job and give it
40+ hours a week. Forget about
partying… study, research, ask
questions… live in the library
if necessary… study ALL THE
TIME. Get up early and study.
Study between classes. Read,

read, and re-read. Be the student
that enlightens others and the
classroom. Choose your friends
wisely and who are compatible
with your own personal goals.”
At first I was convinced that
this had to be satirical. When
I realized that it was written
in seriousness I was furious. A
quality institution should have
high academic standards and
an organization has the right
to demand excellence from its
scholarship recipients, but in this
instance expectations flew past
reasonable and ran right into
ridiculous. Studying is important,
but a college education is about
learning—and learning is about
more than cramming your head
with quotes from an overpriced
textbook. This organization
completely misunderstands the
requirements for success—a large
part of which involves mental and
emotional health. Studying “all
the time” does not contribute
to a healthy mindset or helpful
habits. Success as a student is not
measured by obtaining a perfect
4.0, and constant studying results
in an unhealthy, unbalanced life.

Studyingstress.blogspot.com

Working hard is good, but relaxation is necessary. The student
who is rested mentally is one
who will get good grades and
achieve better, more complete
understanding, which should be
the true goal of education.
Part of the reason this letter
made me so angry was because
of the effect it had on my
friend—how dare they add one
more stressful item to her list
of worries? I really wanted to
punch something on her behalf,
and I’m usually not a violent
person. As I considered it more,
I began to seriously question
the motives of the organization
(and its spokesperson) in writing
such a letter. They are providing
students like my friend with the
money to go to college and get
a degree—presumably so that
those students can then go out
and use their knowledge to make
a difference in the world. Why
then, is the focus of their appeal
solely on academic achievement?
The students who change the
world won’t be the ones who sit
at their desks all day long. The
students who go on to make a

difference might even struggle in
some classes or, heaven forbid,
fail a test or two.
This isn’t to give you an excuse
to sleep through your morning
classes or skip out on writing
those pesky essays professors keep
assigning. Getting mental rest
does not mean slacking! But if you
are a student who is feeling that
intense pressure to do perfectly,
whether the pressure is coming
from your parents, professors, a
scholarship organization, or even
from your inner need to succeed,
do your homework, know the
class material, and stop. There is
honor in performing to the best
of your abilities, whether that
results in an A or a C, and a joy
that comes from learning the way
God intended us to learn—well,
and with wonder and excitement,
not frustration or boredom. To my
lovely friend and everyone else
who is close to crumbling under
the pressure to be perfect: you
are not obligated to enlighten
your fellow students, making a B
does not equal failing, and please,
please don’t go live in the library.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editor Emmett Gienapp at emmett.gienapp@covenant.edu.
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Coming home to Scots victory
by Ruth Terry
The Scots have plenty of reason
to celebrate after last weekend.
In addition to welcoming back
alumni and celebrating homecoming, Covenant Athletics
closed the weekend with five
wins out of six matches. The
women’s volleyball, women’s
soccer and men’s soccer teams
all finished the weekend without
any losses.
Both soccer teams were home
this weekend, providing fans
with plenty of soccer-watching
opportunities. Friday night, the
teams played tough matches
against Methodist. After entering double overtime, sophomore
Jessica Rowe was able to net a
goal, ending the women’s game
in the 100th minute. The men’s
soccer team then played a full
120 minutes ending their game
with Methodist in a draw after
rallying twice from one-point
deficits.
The women’s volleyball team
traveled to Greensboro for

Saturday’s two matches. “It was
a little disappointing being away
for homecoming weekend but
we moved on and played as a
team,” said freshman Hannah
Rogers. Indeed, volleyball
did “move on,” as neither
Greensboro nor Mary Baldwin
were able to hamper the Lady
Scots’ progress. After defeating
Greensboro 3-1, the women’s
volleyball cruised past Mary
Baldwin in three easy sets.
On Saturday night the soccer
program hosted another doubleheader against North Carolina
Wesleyan. The stands were filled
with hundreds of alumni and
students decked out in blue and
white. The women’s soccer team
defeated NC Wesleyan with a
1-0 win, while the men’s soccer
team blew past NC Wesleyan
with a 5-1 win. Junior Snoopy
Davidson left the men’s game
with three assists and two goals,
giving him a part in every goal
scored homecoming night. It
seemed fitting that after the
men’s rout of NC Wesleyan and

an overall winning weekend,
Scots fans descended onto
Scotland Yard for a spectacular
fireworks show that seemed to
never end.
However, the varsity athletic
sports weren’t the only exciting
athletic activities happening
this weekend. The Scots Rugby
team played against the local
Chattanooga rugby team in one
of their best offensive matches
the program has seen. With
four minutes left in the game,
the Scots were winning by four
points. Unfortunately, the other
team scored with a minute left
making the score 41-38.
In addition, JV men and
women’s soccer played against
several visiting alumni, providing fans with opportunities to
cheer on the young and old
alike. Because 2013 is the 20th
year for the Lady Scots Soccer
program, the women’s alumni
game had an especially strong
turnout with over 70 women
present. The alumni continued
to play against each other even

game. None of us have any idea
what the words are or what they
mean, but it really gets us fired up.

What is something about you
that most people don’t know?
I was named for my dad, so that’s
why my nickname is Steve...or
Stevie...or Stephen. I’ve always
had lots of nicknames.

Christina Schuman

after JV had left.
The men’s basketball team also
competed against some former
Scots’ players in the basketball
alumni game.
The annual Highland Games
brought quite a crowd of
painted enthusiasts and rowdy
kilt wearers to Shadowlands
where clans competed in various
Scottish themed games. Clan

McCalla obtained the victory
along with the bragging rights
for the next year.
Covenant basketball, soccer,
volleyball, and cross country
play this week and all hope to
continue as much winning in
the rest of their seasons as was
achieved this weekend.

Scots Spotlight: Stephanie Kirkpatrick
by Grace Hooper
Name: Stephanie Kirkpatrick
Year: Junior
Hometown: Huntsville, AL
Sport: Volleyball
Position: Setter
Major: Mathematics (Education
minor)
What/who got you to start
playing volleyball?
I started playing volleyball
because both of my older sisters
played and I wanted to be just
like them.
What’s your favorite
tradition of the Lady Scots’
volleyball team?
My favorite tradition is our war
chant that we do before every

What’s your favorite Bible
verse and why?
My favorite verse is 2 Corinthians 12:9, “But he said to me,
‘My grace is sufficient for you,
for my power is made perfect
in weakness.’ Therefore, I will
boast all the more gladly about
my weaknesses, so that Christ’s
power may rest on me.” I find it
very encouraging to know that
it is through my shortcomings
and weaknesses that God is able
to work in my life and in the
lives of others. It reminds me of
the need for vulnerability within
the Christian life.

Boy bands or solo teen pop star?
Justin Bieber, all day errday.
What’s been the funniest
moment on the volleyball team?
The funniest/most embarrassing
moment for the volleyball team
was the day that the Bagpipe
had an article titles, “Leggings
are not Pants,” and the back
page featured a huge picture
of the volleyball team in our
spandex. We definitely had
a good laugh at ourselves at
practice that day.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Sports, please contact Sports editor Grace Hooper at grace.hooper@covenant.edu.
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